A concatenated coding scheme using a polarization transformation followed by outer sub-codes is analyzed. Achievable error exponents and upper bounds on the error rate are derived. The first bound is obtained using outer codes which are typical linear codes from the ensemble of parity check matrices whose elements are chosen independently and uniformly. As a byproduct of this bound, it determines the required rate split of the total rate to the rates of the outer codes. A lower bound on the error exponent that holds for all BMS channels with a given capacity is then derived. Improved bounds and approximations for small blocklength codes are also obtained. The bounds are compared to actual simulation results from the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes were introduced by Arikan [1] . Various decoding algorithms that improve on Arikan's successive cancellation (SC) decoder have been shown since then.
In this work, we study the interleaved concatenated scheme of polar codes with good outer codes, such as BCH, Reed Solomon and convolutional codes, [2] , [3] , [4] . This scheme is described in Fig. 1 The encoding is performed from right to left as follows. First, we use 2 λ outer codes with rates R i , i = 0, . . . , 2 λ −1, to encode the information bits, creating 2 λ codewords of length N 1 . The resulting codewords are interleaved and processed by N 1 polar encoders of length 2 λ as shown in Fig. 1 . We obtain a code with blocklength N = N 1 · 2 λ and rate R =
The decoding is performed from left to right in Fig. 1 . As described in [4] , the first information bits of the N 1 polar codes are decoded in parallel, using a softdecision algorithm that produces log-likelihood ratio (LLR) values. Those LLRs are used as the input for the decoder of the outer code A 0 . The outputs of this decoder are passed back to the polar SC decoders, and used in calculating the LLRs of their second information bits. These are used as the input for the decoder of A 1 , etc. In general, when the LLRs of the ith information bits of the N 1 polar codes are calculated, the previous i − 1 information bits of those codes are available from decoding A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A i−2 . Note that if the outer codes are polar as well, this is the scheme proposed in [5] .
In this work we analyze the scheme and obtain achievable error exponents. We also obtain upper bounds and approximations on the error rate.
II. POLARIZATION
Consider a binary memoryless symmetric (BMS) channel W : X → Y with input alphabet X = {0, 1} and output alphabet Y. Channel polarization is based on mapping two identical copies of the channel W into the pair of BMS channels W − : X → Y 2 and W + : X → X ×Y 2 as defined in [1] . Recalling that the channels W + and W − can be defined using density evolution (DE) W − = W * W and W + = W W [6] , and combining it with [7, Theorem 4.141] 
is the inverse of h 2 that yields values in [0, 0.5]. In addition, I(W + ) + I(W − ) = 2I(W ) [7, Lemma 4.41] .
. This procedure can be repeated recursively λ times to obtain 2 λ sub-channels, W 0 , W 1 , . . . , W 2 λ −1 , whose average capacity is I(W ). As λ grows these channels polarize.
III. BOUNDS ON THE ERROR EXPONENT
We start by deriving a lower bound on the error exponent (upper bound on the error rate) of the concatenated, polarization based code described in Fig. 1 when transmitting over a given BMS, W (y|x). To obtain this achievable bound we choose the elements of the generating matrices of the linear binary sub-codes, A i , uniformly at random, as described in [8, Section 6.2] . Denote the average error probability of the resulting ensemble of codes, using the SCbased decoding method described in Section I, by P e . We first compute the distributions (given that the zero codeword was transmitted) of the LLRs of the sub-channels after λ polarization steps, using DE [6] . Denote these distributions by a Wi (x), i = 0, 1, . . . , 2 λ − 1. By [8, Sections 5.6 and 6.2], we have P e ≤ (Wi,Ri) where W i is the ith subchannel, R i is the rate of the corresponding outer sub-code, and E r (W, R) is the error exponent, given by 2
The second equality follows as in [7, Lemma 4.35] .
For low rate codes, the average error probability in this ensemble is dominated by a small fraction of bad codes [8, Chapter 5.7] . To improve the bound we expurgate these codes from the ensemble, and obtain a bound which is valid for typical outer codes. This improved bound is [8, Theorem
Therefore, using typical outer sub-codes, we obtain the following upper bound on the error probability
By (1), it can be seen that the error exponent of the polarization-based code with λ polarization steps and optimal rate split, is lower bounded by
where the maximization is over all possible combinations of rates R 0 , . . . , R 2 λ −1 with total code rate R. In [9] we calculated E λ (W, R) by searching for those values of R i for which E(W i , R i ) are equal. We now present an improved approach that yields an explicit recursive expression for E λ (W, R) and obtain the best rate split as a byproduct. Denote the minimal value of the RHS of (1) by exp
where the maximization is over all possible combinations of rates R 0 , . . . ,
where the first equality follows from rewriting (3), and the third follows from applying (3) for λ − 1 instead of λ. (2)), and for λ ≥ 1 define recursively 
Proof: We prove the second inequality by induction. The claim is easily verified for λ = 0. Now assume the claim holds for
where the first inequality follows from (4), and the induction assumption yields the second inequality.
It can also be shown by induction (omitted due to space
. It can also be shown that E λ (W, R) is a finite, decreasing and convex function of R for R > 0. Fig. 2 shows the error exponents E λ (W, R) for a code with rate R = 0.5 and λ = 1, 2, 3 as a function of the SNR when transmitting over a binary input additive white Gaussian noise channel (BIAWGNC). This is compared to a naive approach where we simply use 2 λ codewords with blocklength N 1 = N/2 λ (without using the polar transformation at all). Denote the error exponent of the polar-based and naive approaches by E λ and E n,λ , respectively. We also plot the error exponent of an optimal code, E, corresponding to λ = 0. Note that E n,λ = E/2 λ . As expected, polarization is useful, i.e. E λ ≥ E n,λ . All the plots in Fig. 2 have an asymptote at SNR = 0.19dB, at which I(W ) = R = 0.5, since for this SNR, E, E λ and E n,λ approach zero. This explains why in all the discussed codes, the gap to the optimal error exponent plot is small for low SNR. As the channel capacity increases (as in the case of high SNR), polarization is less effective (since for high capacity, the polarization gap, I(W + ) − I(W ) = I(W ) − I(W − ), approaches zero). Note that the error exponent improvement increases with λ, i.e, for a desired error exponent, the SNR improvement by applying λ polarization steps, compared to the naive approach, increases with λ. For example, for desired error exponent of 0.01, the SNR gain for λ = 1, 2, 3 is 0.2dB, 0.5dB and 0.95dB respectively.
By [10, Equation (26) ], for a given channel capacity I(W ),
is the error exponent corresponding to random codes of rate R over a binary erasure channel (binary symmetric channel) of capacity I(W ). By [10, Equation (27), Theorem 2] this is also true for expurgated error exponents. Therefore,
is also true for expurgated codes and their error exponents as defined in (2) . We define recursively,Ê 0 (I(W ), R) = E BSC (I(W ), R), and for λ > 0,Ê λ (I(W ), R)
Theorem 1: For any BMS channel W with capacity I(W ), the error exponent of the polarization based code, E λ (W, R), is lower bounded by E λ (W, R) ≥Ê λ (I(W ), R).
Proof: We will prove the theorem using induction. The claim is trivial for λ = 0. Now,
where the first equality follows from (5), the first inequality follows from the induction assumption, and the second one follows from the fact that there exists l (I(W )) ≤ ≤ Fig. 3 shows the lower bound,Ê λ (I(W ), R), for a code with rate R = 0.5 and λ = 1, 2, 3 as a function of I(W ). This is compared to the lower bound for the naive approach, where we use 2 λ codewords with blocklength N 1 = N/2 λ , without using the polar transformation. This lower bound iŝ E = E BSC (I(W ), R) /2 λ . As expected, the lower bound for the scheme with polarization is higher, i.e.Ê λ ≥Ê n,λ . All the plots in Fig. 3 have an asymptote at I(W ) = R = 0.5, since when the rate approaches capacity, E BSC ,Ê λ and E n,λ approach zero. We also see thatÊ λ andÊ n,λ have an asymptote at I(W ) = 1. This asymptote follows from using expurgated codes, and since it is a lower bound on the error exponent, it follows that E λ and E n,λ approach infinity as SNR → ∞ (I(W ) → 1) in Fig. 2 the lower bounds on the error exponents of the polarizationbased and naive schemes increases with λ.
IV. IMPROVED BOUNDS ON THE ERROR RATE A. Achievable bound for BEC
When transmitting over a BEC, (1) can be improved by combining it with [11, Theorem 37] . We obtain
where x + max(x, 0). To obtain the best rate division between the outer codes given the total code rate R, we minimize (6) given 2 λ −1 j=0 R j = 2 λ R using a dynamic programming algorithm that tracks the values of i−1 j=0 R j of the first i sub-codes, i = 0, 1, . . . , 2 λ − 1.
B. Dispersion
Consider transmission over a BMS channel, W , with capacity I(W ) and dispersion V (W ), defined as V (W )
The error probability of the best code with blocklength N and rate R is approximated by Q (I(W ) − R) N V (W ) [11] (the normal approximation). Therefore, the smallest achievable error probability of our concatenated polar coding scheme satisfies
Note that P e is also approximately lower bounded by the same expression without the multiplying 2 λ term. In order to solve the min-max problem, we first look at the simpler problem
This problem is solved when
, i = 0, . . . , 2 λ − 1 are equal and
, and the solution of (9) is
. Since (9) is a relaxed version of the min-max problem in (8) , if the solution of (9) obeys all the constraints of the min-max problem in (8) , then it is the solution of this problem as well. Therefore, if ∀i = 0, . . . , 2 λ − 1
. For R sufficiently close to I(W ) the condition (10) is guaranteed to hold. In this entire derivation, we ignore the requirement that R i · N 1 ∈ Z, since this requirement becomes redundant as N 1 increases. This is compared to a naive approach where we simply use 2 λ codewords with blocklength N 1 = N/2 λ (without using the polar transformation at all). In this approach,
. Showing that V λ (W ) ≤ V n,λ (W ) would mean that polarization is helpful. As we can see in Fig. 4 , for codes of rate R = 0.5, the BIAWGNC, and the checked SNRs (for which (10) holds), V 1 (W ) < V n,1 (W ), so a single polarization step improves the dispersion. For high SNR, Fig. 4 suggests that V 1 (W ) ≈ V (W ), so the achievable error rate is approximately only twice the best achievable error rate for a general, not necessarily polar code. In fact, under the dispersion (normal) approximation, it can be shown, for I(W ) close to 1 and R close to I(W ), that the error rate of the polarization based concatenated code is larger by only 2 λ compared to an optimal code with the same total blocklength and rate (R).
V. COMPARISON WITH SIMULATION RESULTS
We compared our bounds with simulation results from the literature. First, we considered the setup in [4, Section VIII.A], where λ = 3, N 1 = 128, N = 1024, and the channel is a BEC. The rate is R = 0.4. We calculated the upper bounds on the frame error rate (FER) in Lemma 1, and in Section IV-A. The bounds were computed twice. Once by optimizing the rate division for a fixed BEC, W , with erasure rate 0.4 as in [4] , and once by optimizing the rate division for the actual BEC we are transmitting over, for each point in the graph. The corresponding graphs are denoted by "BEC(0.4)" and "opt." in Fig. 5 . We have also plotted the dispersion approximation (7) to the best achievable FER. The graphs show small gap between the bound based on Equation (6) and the actual results with BCH codes. The dispersion approximation has a somewhat lower FER, while the bound based on Lemma 1 is less tight. Note that a standard SC decoded polar code of length N = 1024, yields FER ≈ 2 · 10 −3 for I(W ) = 0.6 [4] . The second setup is taken from [2, Section IV], where λ = 3, N 1 = 127, N = 1016, R = 0.5 and the channel is BIAWGNC. We calculated the achievable upper bound on the FER from Lemma 1. Then we calculated the dispersion approximation (7) to the best achievable FER. Both graphs were obtained by optimizing over the best rate split for each SNR point in the graph. We also plot the dispersion approximation given optimal rate division for fixed SNR = 3dB. We compared these bounds with the results in [2] using a BCH-polar code with box-and-match outer decoder, and outer code rates optimized for SNR = 3dB. As can be seen, the dispersion approximation is close to the performance of the scheme with outer BCH codes. We also plot the performance of SC decoded polar code with N = 1024 and R = 0.5. Finally note that the dispersion approximation for a (1016,508) code at SNR = 1.35dB shows only 0.9dB improvement compared to the BCH-polar code.
